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 NZ population only 
20% of Australia 

 NZ land area only 4% 
of Australia

 Distance Auckland to 
Melbourne same as 
Melbourne to Perth

 On average, Australia 
has the lowest 
population density in 
the world

Map courtesy of The World FactBook





 1979 – first request for a “Canadian B-
train”

 1982 – first trial in Western Australia, at 
the length of a standard vehicle



 1984 – first B-double in the eastern states 
(northern Victoria) and first longer than 17 
metres



 1984 – next B-double used equal length 
trailers and triaxle in the middle, operating 
out of Adelaide in South Australia



 1984 – 1997 trials and approvals in NSW, 
Queensland and ACT

 By 1988, operating in all Australian States 
apart from Victoria



Road monsters heading our way

Let the answer to those who want these road 
monsters be clear, firm and prompt: 

No way!



Big trucks are just sheer murder

If ever there was a way for legal murder, the 
…. Government in NSW has just unleashed 
it.  The Government has approved the use 
of B-doubles on the State’s roads – or some 

of them anyway.



 The first growth spurt came with 
introduction of a B-double with a triaxle at 
the rear, enabling an almost standard rear 
semi-trailer, or in this case three bays of 
logs, a 50% increase



 By 1990, B-doubles were operating in all 
mainland States

 Further innovation with the tri-tri B-double 
and length increased from 23 to 25 metres

 Numbers of B-doubles rapidly increased, 
from 500 in 1990 to 7,000 in 2003 and 
10,000 now
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		6.5  Total road freight, by vehicle type

		Financial year		Light commercial vehicles		Rigid trucks		Articulated trucks		Total								1.053

				billion tonne-kilometres																		aver						growth in freight task by articulated vehicles

		1970-71		0.9		10.3		14.2		25.4				1971		14.2

		1971-72		1.0		10.5		15.6		27.1				1972		15.6		14.9				9.7%

		1972-73		1.1		10.7		17.0		28.8				1973		17.0		16.4				8.9%

		1973-74		1.2		10.8		18.3		30.4				1974		18.3		17.9				8.1%

		1974-75		1.3		11.0		19.7		32.1				1975		19.7		19.3				7.5%

		1975-76		1.4		11.2		21.1		33.7				1976		21.1		20.8				7.0%

		1976-77		1.6		12.2		23.9		37.8				1977		23.9		22.2				13.5%

		1977-78		1.8		13.3		26.8		41.8				1978		26.8		25.2				11.9%

		1978-79		1.9		14.3		29.6		45.9				1979		29.6		28.2				10.6%

		1979-80		2.1		15.1		32.5		49.6				1980		32.5		31.2				9.8%

		1980-81		2.2		15.8		35.4		53.4				1981		35.4		34.2				8.9%

		1981-82		2.3		16.5		38.3		57.1				1982		38.3		37.3				8.2%

		1982-83		2.4		16.7		41.9		61.0				1983		41.9		40.3				9.2%

		1983-84		2.6		17.0		45.4		64.9				1984		45.4		44.1				8.5%

		1984-85		2.7		17.2		48.9		68.9				1985		48.9		47.8				7.8%

		1985-86		2.9		17.7		51.3		71.8				1986		51.3		51.5				4.8%

		1986-87		3.1		18.1		53.6		74.8				1987		53.6		54.0				4.6%

		1987-88		3.4		18.5		56.0		77.8				1988		56.0		56.5				4.4%

		1988-89		3.6		19.3		56.9		79.7				1989		56.9		58.9				1.6%

		1989-90		3.8		20.0		57.8		81.6				1990		57.8		59.9		1.055		1.6%

		1990-91		4.0		20.8		58.7		83.5				1991		58.7		60.8		58.7		1.6%

		1991-92		4.2		21.1		64.3		89.6				1992		64.3		61.8		61.9		9.6%

		1992-93		4.3		21.4		69.9		95.6				1993		69.9		67.7		67.8		8.7%

		1993-94		4.4		21.7		75.5		101.6				1994		75.5		73.6		73.8		8.0%

		1994-95		4.5		22.0		81.2		107.7				1995		81.2		79.5		79.7		7.4%

		1995-96		4.6		22.4		86.2		113.2				1996		86.2		85.5		85.6		6.2%

		1996-97		4.7		22.9		91.2		118.7				1997		91.2		90.7		90.9		5.8%

		1997-98		4.7		23.4		96.2		124.3				1998		96.2		96.0		96.2		5.5%

		1998-99		5.0		24.3		101.3		130.7				1999		101.3		101.3		101.5		5.4%

		1999-00		5.3		25.6		104.3		135.2				2000		104.3		106.7		106.9		2.9%

		2000-01		5.6		26.4		107.4		139.4				2001		107.4		109.8		110.1		3.0%

		2001-02		6.0		27.2		112.9		146.0				2002		112.9		113.1		113.3		5.1%

		2002-03		6.4		28.1		116.5		151.0				2003		116.5		118.9		119.1		3.2%

		2003-04		6.9		29.1		120.7		156.7				2004		120.7		122.6		122.9		3.6%

		2004-05		7.4		30.3		129.9		167.5				2005		129.9		127.1		127.3		7.6%

		2005-06		8.0		31.5		133.5		173.0				2006		133.5		136.7		137.0		2.8%

		2006-07		8.8		32.8		140.9		182.5				2007		140.9		140.6		140.8		5.5%

		Source: BTRE (2006b), Freight Measurement and Modelling in Australia (Report 112),

		BITRE estimates.																		average		6.6%
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				Annual

				2008		162.2		164.6		166.5		166		164.825		1985		70.45		$180				$1,064

				2007		155.6		157.5		158.6		160.1		157.95		1986		76.85		$196

				2006		151.9		154.3		155.7		155.5		154.35		1987		83.375		$213

				2005		147.5		148.4		149.8		150.6		149.075		1988		89.425		$228

				2004		144.1		144.8		145.4		146.5		145.2		1989		96.175		$246

				2003		141.3		141.3		142.1		142.8		141.875		1990		103.175		$264

				2002		136.6		137.6		138.5		139.5		138.05		1991		106.5		$272

				2001		132.7		133.8		134.2		135.4		134.025		1992		107.55		$275

				2000		125.2		126.2		130.9		131.3		128.4		1993		109.5		$280

				1999		121.8		122.3		123.4		124.1		122.9		1994		111.575		$285

				1998		120.3		121		121.3		121.9		121.125		1995		116.75		$298

				1997		120.5		120.2		119.7		120		120.1		1996		119.8		$306

				1996		119		119.8		120.1		120.3		119.8		1997		120.1		$307

				1995		114.7		116.2		117.6		118.5		116.75		1998		121.125		$309

				1994		110.4		111.2		111.9		112.8		111.575		1999		122.9		$314

				1993		108.9		109.3		109.8		110		109.5		2000		128.4		$328

				1992		107.6		107.3		107.4		107.9		107.55		2001		134.025		$342

				1991		105.8		106		106.6		107.6		106.5		2002		138.05		$353

				1990		100.9		102.5		103.3		106		103.175		2003		141.875		$362

				1989		92.9		95.2		97.4		99.2		96.175		2004		145.2		$371

				1988		87		88.5		90.2		92		89.425		2005		149.075		$381

				1987		81.4		82.6		84		85.5		83.375		2006		154.35		$394

				1986		74.4		75.6		77.6		79.8		76.85		2007		157.95		$404

				1985		68.1		69.7		71.3		72.7		70.45		2008		164.825		$421

																		total		$7,330





comparison

				year		no artic						tonne kms						index

				1989		49.8						56.9						number articulated trucks		freight task carried by artics

				1990		50.7		1.8%		1990		57.8		1.5%		1990		1.8%		1.5%

				1991		51.7		2.0%		1991		58.7		1.6%		1991		3.8%		3.1%

				1992		52.1		0.8%		1992		64.3		9.6%		1992		4.6%		13.0%

				1993		52.5		0.8%		1993		69.9		8.7%		1993		5.4%		22.9%

				1994		55.3		5.3%		1994		75.5		8.0%		1994		11.0%		32.8%

				1995		58.3		5.4%		1995		81.2		7.4%		1995		17.1%		42.6%

				1996		58.4		0.2%		1996		86.2		6.2%		1996		17.3%		51.4%

				1997		59.3		1.5%		1997		91.2		5.8%		1997		19.1%		60.2%

				1998		62.2		4.9%		1998		96.2		5.5%		1998		24.9%		69.0%

				1999		63.3		1.8%		1999		101.3		5.4%		1999		27.1%		78.1%

				2000		63.0		-0.5%		2000		104.3		2.9%		2000		26.5%		83.3%

				2001		62.6		-0.6%		2001		107.4		3.0%		2001		25.7%		88.8%

				2002		63.9		2.1%		2002		112.9		5.1%		2002		28.3%		98.4%

				2003		64.3		0.6%		2003		116.5		3.2%		2003		29.1%		104.7%

				2004		66.3		3.1%		2004		120.7		3.6%		2004		33.1%		112.1%

				2005		69.7		5.1%		2005		129.9		7.6%		2005		40.0%		128.2%																						$420		per annum

				2006		71.7		2.9%		2006		133.5		2.8%		2006		44.0%		134.6%

				2007		74.4		3.8%		2007		140.9		5.5%		2007		49.4%		147.6%

								2.3%						5.2%

				1990		1.8%		1.5%				1990		1.8%		1.6%

				1991		2.0%		1.6%				1991		3.8%		3.1%

				1992		0.8%		9.6%				1992		4.6%		12.7%

				1993		0.8%		8.7%				1993		5.3%		21.5%

				1994		5.3%		8.0%				1994		10.7%		29.5%

				1995		5.4%		7.4%				1995		16.1%		36.9%

				1996		0.2%		6.2%				1996		16.3%		43.1%

				1997		1.5%		5.8%				1997		17.8%		48.9%

				1998		4.9%		5.5%				1998		22.7%		54.4%

				1999		1.8%		5.4%				1999		24.5%		59.8%

				2000		-0.5%		2.9%				2000		24.0%		62.7%

				2001		-0.6%		3.0%				2001		23.3%		65.7%

				2002		2.1%		5.1%				2002		25.4%		70.8%										task		trucks

				2003		0.6%		3.2%				2003		26.0%		74.0%

				2004		3.1%		3.6%				2004		29.2%		77.6%								1971		14.2		32000						gross		tare		payload

				2005		5.1%		7.6%				2005		34.3%		85.2%								1991		58.7		51700						33		14		19

				2006		2.9%		2.8%				2006		37.2%		88.0%								change		313.4%		61.6%						42.5		16		26.5

				2007		3.8%		5.5%				2007		40.9%		93.5%																				change		39.5%

																		ratio

						ex rt		ex BD						49.4%		147.6%		3.0						1976		23.9		39000

				1990		46.644		46.644																change		145.6%		32.6%		4.5

				1991		47.564																																288

				1992		47.932

				1993		48.3																				with BD		no Bd

				1994		50.876																		no B-d		10,000										164		419.3181818182

				1995		53.636																		total artic		74,000		89000		94000						70.4		180

				1996		53.728

				1997		54.556																		% artic		13.5%		16.9%		0.2127659574

				1998		57.224

				1999		58.236

				2000		57.96

				2001		57.592

				2002		58.788

				2003		59.156

				2004		60.996

				2005		64.124

				2006		65.964

				2007		68.448		58.45
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				lc		rigid		artic		total				% artic

		1999		4,449		21,491		86,892		112,832				77.0%

		2000		5,478		23,801		99,422		128,701				77.3%

		2001		5,649		24,881		101,515		132,045				76.9%

		2002		5,624		28,337		106,997		140,958				75.9%

		2003		6,710		30,411		115,656		152,777				75.7%

		2004		6,634		29,752		121,252		157,638				76.9%

										0

		2007		6,597		33,573		143,601		183,771				78.1%

														76.8%

				1992		1997		2003		2007						no BD		% red

		single				46565		47526		41838						15302.4		0.2678035156

		B-d				2604		7345		9564

		road tr				5122		4204		4407

		total		50670		54291		59075		55809

		rt %				9.4%		7.1%		7.9%
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				6 axle artic		B-double		road train		total		% B-d		all trucks

		1999		52,500		19,900		21,500		101,000		19.7%		127,000

		2000		52,500		24,500		17,700		103,500		23.7%

		2001		50,900		26,400		16,800		101,900		25.9%

		2002		48,000		29,000		22,000		107,000		27.1%

		2003		53,100		35,200		18,750		115,500		30.5%

		2004		49,000		38,200		26,000		121,300		31.5%

		2005		50,600		46,900		19,400		127,000		36.9%

		2006		43,000		52,500		26,500		129,000		40.7%

		2007		52,000		59,100		24,000		143,600		41.2%		184,000

						2.9698492462				1.4217821782				1.4488188976
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				6 axle artic		B-double		road train		total		6axle/rt				6 axle		rt		total		diff

		1999		52,500		19,900		21,500		101,000		0.7094594595				70700		30300		101000

		2000		52,500		24,500		17,700		103,500		0.7478632479				72450		31050		103500

		2001		50,900		26,400		16,800		101,900		0.7518463811				71330		30570		101900

		2002		48,000		29,000		22,000		107,000		0.6857142857				74900		32100		107000

		2003		53,100		35,200		18,750		115,500		0.739039666				80850		34650		115500

		2004		49,000		38,200		26,000		121,300		0.6533333333				84910		36390		121300

		2005		50,600		46,900		19,400		127,000		0.7228571429				88900		38100		127000

		2006		43,000		52,500		26,500		129,000		0.618705036				90300		38700		129000

		2007		52,000		59,100		24,000		143,600		0.6842105263				100520		43080		143600

												0.7014476754

		2007		B/D		A123

		total t/km		59116000000		52019000000		1.1364309195

		aver t/km		4778000		1326000		3.6033182504

				B-double		A123

		gross		68.5		45.5

		tare		21		16

		payload		47.5		29.5		1.6101694915

				11,000

				17600

				6,600





		







Fleet reductions

 In 2008 there were 60,000 single 
articulated trucks, 10,000 B-doubles and 
5,000 road trains (approx) 

 Without B-doubles, it is likely that there 
would have been between 15,000 and 
20,000 additional single articulated 
vehicles

 Thus fleet reduced by about 20%



Savings in road trauma

Heavy vehicle crashes: Victoria – 1994 - 2003

Fatal
Single articulated vehicles 329

B-doubles 2

Serious injury
Single articulated vehicles 1420

B-doubles 13

Other injury
Single articulated vehicles 2632

B-doubles 20



Savings in road trauma

 B-doubles a safer vehicle both dynamically 
and by reducing truck exposure

 Australia wide, at least 350 lives and over 
3,000 serious injuries saved with the 
introduction of B-doubles

 This equates to a an average saving of 
about 8% to 10% per year from heavy 
vehicle crashes and trauma savings are 
now probably about 12% per year



Savings in costs and emissions

 Savings of at least AUD 12 billion in 
transport costs

 Savings of at least 11 million tonnes of 
greenhouse gases

 This equate to a reduction on average of 
about 2.5% and savings are now probably 
about 5% of heavy vehicle fleet emissions



Flow on benefits

 Using B-couplings in road trains to improve 
road train dynamic behaviour 

 New configurations include B-triples (35 m 
long), AB-triples (42.5 m long) and BAB 
quads (51.5 m long)

 Significant economic and safety benefits 
result







 Implementation strategies – trial periods
 Need for high level oversight (don’t forget 

the view of drivers)
 Overcoming opposition – demonstrate the 

vehicles to all parties
 Regulatory attitudes – need to be willing to 

make changes to suit the best vehicles



 The introduction of B-doubles into 
Australia has shown that controlled and 
gradual introduction of high performance 
freight vehicles into regular service can be 
achieved with significant benefits in fleet 
reductions, road safety and the economy.



 Order form in your 
satchel at a special 
IRTENZ price

 All profits from the book 
sales go to the Australian 
Transport Historical 
Library within the 
Victorian Transport 
Association
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